WHAT'S UP WITH THESE PEOPLE ALWAYS
TRYING TO SELL US ELECTRICITY?

Knocking on our doors, calling us, claiming
their energy is cheaper and greener.
who they are

the reality

They're competitive suppliers - they compete
with Eversource to provide electricity to
residents and businesses.
They make claims to have better rates or green
energy, but this rarely turns out to be the case.
In fact, Massachusetts residents paid $176
million dollars more to competitive suppliers
than if they'd stayed with the base rate.

They often target low-income and elderly
residents (in Boston especially)
Many employ aggressive and deceptive
marketing tactics and cancellation fees
Rates will often start low and then rise
significantly and unpredictably
The green energy is usually from out of region
There is a better way! See the other side to
learn how we can protect our residents
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MILLION DOLLARS LOST BY
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SIGNED UP WITH A
COMPETITIVE SUPPLIER

COMMUNITY CHOICE ENERGY
The Boston City Council voted
unanimously in favor of Community
Choice Energy (CCE) in October 2017 so
all Boston residents could have more
affordable green electricity—without
having to sign an individual contract
with a competitive supplier. CCE would
pool our buying power and quickly
generate 40% more locally produced
renewable energy.

CCE would mean:
An alternative energy supply with
resident's best interests at heart
More local solar and wind projects
Good green jobs for more people in
our community
Stabilized prices by longer fixed-term
contracts with electricity suppliers
An effective next step towards meeting
the City of Boston’s climate targets

contact

what can you do?

Boston Climate Action Network
617-971-8568
on Twitter:
@bostonclimate
on Facebook:
fb.com/bostoncan
www.bostoncan.org
www.communitychoiceboston.org

Boston’s streets are flooding while our
energy office keeps delaying
implementation of this win-win program.
Somerville, Arlington, Brookline and many
other towns already have CCE.
Time is wasting, Mayor Walsh!
Please call 311 and ask Mayor Walsh to
start CCE now, or tweet @marty_walsh,
using the hashtag #BostonCCE

